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ABSTRAK


Introduction

The introduction must create a good impression so that reader could get view of the rest of paper. It is necessary to state what is going to encounter and defines the importance of the study.

The introduction shows what is already known from former studies, provide a literature review, and state the research question. In order to understand what is already known from the previous study, the introduction must consist of discussing the relevant journal article (with citation) and summarizing the current understanding of the problem encounter.

Research Method

The method explains clearly how the author carried out the research. The method must describe the research design clearly, the replicable research procedures, describe how to summarize and analyze the data.

Results and Discussions

The result sections show objectively the presentation of research key results without any interpretation by using text, tables, and figures.
The result section begins with the text, presenting the key finding, and referring to the tables and figures. The table must not print screen, specific numerical values, compare and contrast values, and a minimum of 2 rows and columns.

The figures must be clear (provides original file(s) as the article submission's supplementary), highlights trends, pattern, and relationship. The result section must present how the author ensures the data validity and reliability.

The discussion section shows how the author interprets the results in light of what is already known, and to explain the new understanding of the problem after taking your results into consideration. The discussion must connect with the Introduction so it tells how your study contributes to the body of knowledge and society.
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Set the Section Start to Continuous with the vertical alignment to the top with the header and footer as is follow:
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Paper Title

Title uses 12-point, aligned to the center, linespace exactly at single point with a bold font style, and initial letters capitalized. All formulas or special characters in any form are not permitted.

Paper Subtitle

If uses subtitle, it should be added on the same line as the title preceded by a colon (:). Use 12-point type for the subtitle, aligned to the center, linespace single-point with a bold font style, and initial letters capitalized. All formulas or special characters in any form are not permitted.
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Affiliations

Affiliation(s) should appear aligned to the center including organisation, address and e-mail. The linespace must be of exactly 11-point with 11-point of font size and the font style set to italic.

Keywords

Keywords should appear justified, with a linespace exactly of 11-point, a hanging indent of 2-centimeters, spacing before of 48-point, no spacing after and font size of 11-point.

Abstract

Abstract should appear justified, with a linespace exactly of 11-point, a hanging indent of 0-centimeters, spacing before of 0-point and after of 6-point, and font size of 11-point.

Section

This section must be set in two columns. Each column must be 7,6-centimeter wide with a column spacing of 0,8-centimeter. The section text must be set to 12-point, justified and linespace set to single. Section, subsection and sub subsection first paragraph should not have the first line indent, other paragraphs should have a first line indent of 1-centimeter.

Section Titles

The heading of a section title must be 12-point bold in First letter-capitals, aligned to the left with a linespace single point, hanging indent of 1-centimeter and with an additional spacing of
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### Table 1:

Tabel 1: This caption has one line so it is centered.

### Table 2:

Tabel 2: This caption has more than one line so it has to be set to justify.

### Figure 1:

Figure 1: This caption has one line so it is centered.
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Conclusions

The conclusions section show the answer or clarification of the research questions and opportunities for future research.
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